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Welcoming Emdoneni's
new additions
Mia Moorcroft

WITH the sheer strength to pull tough
heartstrings and vigorous vitality to capture
countless smiles, serval kittens Cenessa,
Mafuta and Cassidy are ready to purr their
hellos to new visitors.
The adorable threesome were born in February at the Emdoneni Cat Rehabilitation
Centre in Hluhluwe to mother Mandla, with
a proud staff in absolute awe of their beautiful new feline family.
Owners of the centre, Louis and Cecillie
Nell, now hope to start an interactive project
for children to learn more about this species
and the importance of conservation.
With less than a dozen of these elusive creatures thought to be found in the
230 000ha iSimangaliso and with their species now completely extinct in the Cape provinces, the centre introduced servals into their
rehab programme to breed and release the
cats into the wild for conservation purposes.
It was a rare sight to see a blossoming new
generation of servals for this region.
Orphaned
But sadly, only five days after the birth of
her first litter, Mandla passed away from
what was later revealed in an autopsy as the
result of a lung infection.
With little time to spare, the Nels jumped
in as adoptive parents to care for the fragile
nurselings.
‘Their eyes were still closed and they still
had umbilical cords showing,’ says Em-
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Cassidy enjoys a delightful catnap on
Emdoneni Cat Rehabilitation Centre's
owner Louis Nel's lap
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Mafuta shows he can be the lion's king in a game of tug and war
doneni Cat Rehabilitation owner Cecillie
Nel.
‘Being only five days old, it was going to
be a difficult challenge to ensure their survival and we made sure we did everything
their mom would have done stimulating
their bums, massaging tummies and bottle
feeding them Esbilac formula with intervals
24/7.’
Today, they are three months old, healthy
as horses and fun, free-spirited rookies.
‘Mafuta is the most daring one and we’ve
already caught him attempting to climb a
tree, but otherwise they are just happy kids

playing with balls, strings of wool and chasing after anything that seems to fly.
‘What I love most about them is their
unique personalities - Mafuta is a dare-devil,
Cassidy is incredibly polite, always taking
his bottle gently and composing himself as a
gentleman and Cenessa is a ‘mommy’s girl’
and loves to play with her brothers.’
Owing to the fact that the kittens were hand
reared, they will be too tame for life in the
wild, however, the Emdoneni team is hopeful that the kittens will make many of their
own litters some day to continue the growth
of serval numbers in Zululand.
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Cecillie feeds little Cenessa formula milk after the sad passing of her
mother, Mandla

